Phage display can rapidly discover peptides binding to any given target; thus, it has been widely used in basic and applied research. Each round of panning consists of two basic processes: selection and amplification. However, recent studies have showed that the amplification step would decrease the diversity of phage display library due to different propagation capacity of phage clones. This may induce phages with growth advantage rather than specific affinity to appear in the final experimental results. The peptides displayed by such phages are termed propagation-related target-unrelated peptides (PrTUPs). They would mislead further analysis and research if not removed. In this paper, we describe PhD7Faster, an ensemble predictor based on support vector machine (SVM) for predicting clones with growth advantage from the Ph.D.-7 phage display peptide library. By using reduced dipeptide composition (ReDPC) as features, an accuracy (Acc) of 79.67% and a Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) of 0.595 were achieved in 5-fold cross-validation. In addition, the SVM-based model was demonstrated to perform better than several representative machine learning algorithms. We anticipate that PhD7Faster can assist biologists to exclude potential PrTUPs and accelerate the finding of specific binders from the popular Ph.D.-7 library. The web server of PhD7Faster can be freely accessed at http://immunet.cn/sarotup/cgi-bin/PhD7Faster.pl.
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1. Introduction

Phage display is a powerful technique in the identification of ligands for various targets, ranging from small molecules to whole organisms.\textsuperscript{1, 2} Panning of phage display libraries has two essential processes. One is called the selection step, which enriches clones binding to the desired target. The other is named the amplification step, which aims to multiple the selected clones and form a secondary library. In general, a naive phage library can be narrowed to a subpopulation of binders with target-specific affinity after several rounds of panning. Then ligands of the target could be obtained through sequencing a limited number of clones, which are randomly picked out from the final library.\textsuperscript{2} Due to its convenience, low cost, and high efficiency, phage display has been exploited to study the sites and networks of protein-protein interaction,\textsuperscript{3-5} as well as to develop new diagnostics, therapeutics and vaccines.\textsuperscript{6-10}

Surprisingly, it has been shown that the amplification process would also decrease the diversity of libraries.\textsuperscript{11} Using Illumina deep-sequencing technology, Derda and co-workers found that a 10\textsuperscript{6}-scale phage library might collapse to hundreds of abundant sequences after a single round of growth in bacteria.\textsuperscript{12} This is because phages containing distinct inserted DNA sequences possess different growth rates. According to simulations and experiments, subtle differences in growth rate could lead to big differences in clone abundances after rounds of amplification.\textsuperscript{11} Some promising clones with affinity to the target may disappear during the amplification of phages in bacteria due to their weak growth capacities. What’s worse, the final phage library might have many or even be predominated by phages propagating faster after multiple rounds of panning. Therefore, there are phages in the experimental results whose appearances are due to their growth advantage rather than specific affinity to target. The peptides displayed by such phages are called propagation-related target-unrelated peptides (PrTUPs).\textsuperscript{13, 14} As a kind of hidden false positive hits of the phage display experiment, PrTUPs can disturb or even mislead further analysis and research if they are not removed.

Since phage display was invented in 1985, researchers have attempted to take measures to avoid the loss of library diversity and the contamination of false positive hits. Via disrupting the minus-strand replication origin by a tetracycline resistance cassette, phage display libraries based on fd-tet-derived vectors are inherently resistant to corruption by PrTUPs.\textsuperscript{15, 16} Given the fact that amplification is the step leading to loss of diversity, some have tried to perform only one round of panning without amplification.\textsuperscript{17, 18} This strategy is empowered by next generation sequencing (NGS) technique, which prompts to find specific binders and restrain false positive hits.\textsuperscript{19} Others have conducted the amplification step in isolated compartments because it has been reported that phage competition occurred due to different production rates rather than total numbers of phage produced.\textsuperscript{20, 21}

In comparison to experimental methods, computational tools may be an alternative but more convenient way to exclude PrTUPs. The program INFO calculates information content of each sequence to infer clones with growth preference.\textsuperscript{22} TUPScan in the SAROTUP suite is capable of checking if the input peptides match the known TUP
patterns or highly suspected PrTUPs. Depending on MimoDB, a database with lots of panning results and relevant background information, the MimoSearch and the MimoBlast tools can be used to find identical or highly similar peptides obtained with various targets. Some of these peptides may be selected just because of growth advantage.

Although the above measures can partly mitigate the disturbance from PrTUPs, they are not adequate enough in phage display field. For example, fd-tet-derived libraries can be corrupted by a new type of PrTUPs, which has a complex rearrangement that restores the minus-strand origin with retaining tetracycline resistance. Amplifying phages in isolated compartments is tedious, time-consuming and not suitable for screening a library. In addition, the programs mentioned above are merely sequence analysis tools for phage-displayed peptides. They are not real predictors although they can assist researchers to identify some PrTUPs.

In this study, we developed an ensemble predictor called PhD7Faster. It is based on support vector machine (SVM) and can predict clones propagating faster from the Ph.D.-7 phage display peptide library. Using reduced dipeptide composition (ReDPC), it achieved the best performance with an accuracy (Acc) of 79.67% and a Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) of 0.595.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Data sets

The training data sets were generated from a research article published recently by ‘t Hoen et al. They sequenced about seven millions of phage clones of the Ph.D.-7 phage display peptide library after a single round of amplification. For quality control, a custom Perl script was employed to retrieve sequences matching the pattern (NNG/T)G GTGGA, in which NNG/T is the coding scheme of displayed peptides and GGTGGA is the expected 6-nucleotide sequence following the insert. About 89% of the sequences remained after this filter step. Then the inserted DNA sequences were translated into amino acid sequence using conventional amino acid codon table except that TAG is translated as Q. This is because the amber stop codon TAG is suppressed by Glutamine (Q) in the strain used to propagate the library.

According to the manufacturer, the naive Ph.D.7 phage display peptide library with titer of 10^13 pfu/ml contains up to 10^9 different sequences. By sequencing millions of clones, only a fraction of the entire library was analyzed. However, some peptides were found at high copy number than expected by chance. Based on Poisson distribution, the probability that a peptide appears 15 or more times in the sequenced results is 2.0 x 10^-50 or less. Nevertheless, 151 peptide sequences were found at a copy number of 15 or higher, suggesting they had a significant growth preference. These peptides were collected into the positive data set. The negative data set was composed of the peptides appearing only once. However, the two data sets are extremely unbalanced: 151 peptides with growth advantage and 2,103,076 peptides without growth advantage. Down-sampling strategy was introduced to deal with the imbalanced data sets, that is, 151 peptides were randomly...
chosen from the negative data set. In order to reduce random error, this process was repeated ten times. As a result, ten pairs of sub-datasets were obtained and each pair contained 151 peptides with or without growth advantage.

2.2. Feature encoding schemes

Extraction of a set of informative features plays a crucial role in pattern recognition. For constructing the best performance model, four types of feature encoding schemes were utilized to characterize individual peptide sequence in data sets. Amino acid composition (AAC) and dipeptide composition (DPC) have achieved accepted performances in the areas of protein bioinformatics. In the binary code scheme, each amino acid is represented by a 20-dimensional vector with 1 at only a specific position and 0 at all else places. Thus, a vector with 140 dimensions was used to encode a 7-mer peptide. The Bayes Feature Extraction was performed in a bi-profile manner, i.e., positive position-specific and negative position-specific profiles. These profiles were produced through calculating the frequency of each residue at each position of the peptide sequence in the positive data set and the negative data set, respectively. Therefore, a 7-mer peptide was encoded by a 14-dimensional feature vector containing information on amino acid in the positive and negative spaces.

To select the optimal reduced subsets from the composition feature schemes, we conducted the following feature selection steps against AAC and DPC: (i) calculated the accuracy of each feature; (ii) added a feature to an initial null feature combination in descending order by accuracy sequentially and calculated the accuracy of each feature combination; (iii) selected the combination with the highest accuracy as the optimal reduced subset.

2.3. Support vector machine

Support vector machine (SVM) is a wonderful machine learning method based on statistical learning theory, which has been widely utilized in classification. The basic idea of SVM is to map the input samples onto a high dimensional space through kernel function and then to seek a separating hyperplane in this space. In this report, we used the software LibSVM3.11 to implement SVM, which is developed by Lin’s lab and can be freely downloaded from: http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/. With regard to four kinds of kernel functions, preliminary examination suggested that the radial basis function (RBF) outperformed the linear function, the polynomial function and the sigmoid function. To achieve the highest training accuracy, the grid search script was applied to optimize the penalty parameter $C$ and the kernel parameter $\gamma$.

2.4. Performance assessments

Five-fold cross-validation was adopted to assess the performance of the prediction model. Briefly, an original sample was randomly partitioned into 5 equal subsamples. Each single subsample was in turn used as the test data, and the remaining 4 subsamples were
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In order to provide indicators of prediction performance, four measures: sensitivity ($Sn$), specificity ($Sp$), accuracy ($Acc$) and Matthews correlation coefficient ($MCC$), were exploited and defined as follows:

$$Sn = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$Sp = \frac{TN}{FP + TN}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$Acc = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + FN + FP + TN}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$MCC = \frac{TP \times TN - FP \times FN}{\sqrt{(TP + FP)(TP + FN)(TN + FP)(TN + FN)}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

In these equations, TP denotes the number of true positives, TN the number of true negatives, FP the number of false positives and FN the number of false negatives. $MCC$, ranging from -1 to 1, is a measure of the quality of binary classifications. A value of 1 indicates a perfect prediction, 0 same as random and -1 an absolute negative correlation between observation and prediction.

2.5. Constructing an ensemble predictor

Ten basic predictors were built on corresponding SVM-based models trained with the 10 pairs of sub-datasets using reduced dipeptide composition (ReDPC). To abate the variance caused by any single predictor, an ensemble prediction model was constructed through voting. As shown in Fig. 1, any input was predicted by the ten basic models independently. Combining the results of the 10 models together, a peptide will be predicted to be with growth advantage in final if the average possibility was 0.5 or higher. For the convenience of scientists, we implemented the ensemble predictor as a web program called PhD7Faster.

Fig. 1. Flowchart of PhD7Faster: an ensemble predictor.
3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Sequence analysis

The mechanism that leads to a quantity of phages propagating faster is not currently clear. We attempted to identify common motifs in sequences with growth advantage using multiple unique sequence identifier software (MUSI).32 The results showed that ten distinct sequence patterns were identified in the 151 peptides with growth advantage. The sequence logos and proportions corresponding to each cluster were shown in Fig. 2. Remarkably, proline (P) was the most represented amino acid, appearing as a consensus amino acid in 8 out of 10 patterns. Lysine (L), serine (S) and threonine (T) belonged to the second richest amino acid and were adjacent to proline in most cases. Moreover, some amino acid pairs are also found to be overrepresented. For instance, amino acid pair PP is represented in the motifs of logo #2 and #7; LP is represented in the motifs of logo #2, #3, #7 and #9; PL is represented in the motifs of logo #7; SP is represented in the motifs of logo #4 and #6; PS is represented in the motifs of logo #1 and #9; TP is represented in the motifs of logo #5; PT is represented in the motifs of logo #3, #5 and #6.

Fig. 2. Clustering analysis of the 151 peptides with growth advantage. The number in parentheses represents the sequence proportion of this cluster.

3.2. Prediction performances of SVM with different features

Through training SVM with different feature coding schemes, their average values of $Sn$, $Sp$, $Acc$ and $MCC$ based on ten pairs of sub-datasets were shown in Table 1. In terms of these four measures, Bayes Feature Extraction encoding schemes tended to produce slightly better models than the others, i.e., AAC, DPC and binary code. Subsequently, we executed feature selection technique to ascertain a subset of most informative features from the composition encoding schemes. Significant improvements were attained for AAC and DPC after reducing some redundant and irrelevant compositions. As the accuracy increased from 72.32% to 79.67% and the $MCC$ increased from 0.480 to 0.595, the reduced dipeptide composition (ReDPC) even outperformed the Bayes Feature Extraction. Besides, we also found that the 400-dimensional vector was reduced to about 80-dimensional in ten pairs of sub-datasets. Amino acid pairs LP, PL, PP, PS, PT, RL, SP and TP appeared in all reduced dipeptide composition of ten sub-datasets. Interestingly, these amino acid pairs were also shown in the core of motifs detected by MUSI (see the section “Sequence analysis”).
Table 1. The prediction performances of SVM trained with different features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature coding scheme</th>
<th>Sn(%)</th>
<th>Sp(%)</th>
<th>Acc(%)</th>
<th>MCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amino acid composition (AAC)</td>
<td>62.52</td>
<td>84.64</td>
<td>73.58</td>
<td>0.491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced amino acid composition (ReAAC)</td>
<td>66.29</td>
<td>83.97</td>
<td>75.13</td>
<td>0.514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dipeptide composition (DPC)</td>
<td>54.90</td>
<td>89.74</td>
<td>72.32</td>
<td>0.480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced dipeptide composition (ReDPC)</td>
<td>77.48</td>
<td>81.86</td>
<td>79.67</td>
<td>0.595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary code</td>
<td>53.97</td>
<td>90.26</td>
<td>72.12</td>
<td>0.476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayes Feature Extraction</td>
<td>65.96</td>
<td>84.97</td>
<td>75.46</td>
<td>0.522</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Prediction performances of different machine learning methods

Based on the feature encoding schemes of Bayes Feature Extraction and ReDPC, we compared performance of our SVM based models to a number of representative machine learning algorithms. WEKA\textsuperscript{33} was exploited to execute the predictions using different methods such as Naive Bayes, Random Forest, and Logistic function. As shown in Table 2, the SVM-based model using reduced dipeptide composition features showed best performance for prediction of peptides with growth advantage among current machine learning methods.

Table 2. The prediction performances of different machine learning methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Bayes Feature Extraction</th>
<th>Reduced dipeptide composition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acc(%)</td>
<td>MCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>75.46</td>
<td>0.522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive Bayes</td>
<td>68.91</td>
<td>0.381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>69.40</td>
<td>0.389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree J48</td>
<td>67.52</td>
<td>0.350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBF network</td>
<td>68.44</td>
<td>0.383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Function</td>
<td>71.03</td>
<td>0.421</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Construction of ensemble predictor

According to the above analysis, we constructed an ensemble predictor based on SVM using ReDPC. Each basic prediction model was trained with the ten pairs of sub-datasets correspondingly. Then the ten models were integrated as an ensemble predictor via voting strategy. The ensemble predictor has been developed into a web program called PhD7Faster (http://immunet.cn/sarotup/cgi-bin/PhD7Faster.pl). Users just need to input their peptide sequences and then would get a result table with prediction details. It should be noted that the input sequences should come from the Ph.D.-7 library since the tool was trained with data from this library. With the accumulation of deep sequencing data from other libraries, we will strive to develop more predictors for identifying clones with growth advantage.
3.5. Evaluation of PhD7Faster

To our knowledge, there is no other next generation sequencing data on the Ph.D.-7 library at present. Therefore, an independent and comprehensive data set for evaluating the program is not available currently. However, we have tested the server using the negative data set without the 1,510 training peptides. The result showed that 31.61% of sequences were predicted to have growth advantage although they appeared only once in the approximate 7 million clones sequenced. As the false positive rate (FPR) of PhD7Faster is 18.14%, there are still 13.47% positive hits which cannot be explained simply with FPR. We infer that at least some of them do grow faster. As we mentioned previously, the primary Ph.D.-7 library is with a titer of $10^{13}$ pfu/ml. Thus, only $10^{-7}$ of the whole library was studied even if a sample at a $10^6$ scale was sequenced in this case. It is possible some peptides appeared once in this study are due to inadequate sampling.

Statistical analysis showed that 57% of unique sequences appeared only once while the remaining 43% were found twice or more times. Presumably, more copy numbers may mean a higher growth rate. To evaluate PhD7Faster further, we grouped all the qualified sequencing data based on their appearing times, i.e. copy numbers. Except the negative (only once) and the positive (15 or more times) data that have been used to train the model, the growth advantages of all peptides with a copy number from 2 to 14 were also predicted with PhD7Faster. For each group, the positive rate (i.e. ratio of peptides with growth preference to all peptides of this group) was calculated. As shown in Figure 3, there is a significant positive correlation between the copy number and the positive rate, indicating that a peptide appearing more times after amplification will more likely to be with growth advantage. The results given by PhD7Faster satisfy our assumption well, reflecting its power and reliability.

![Fig. 3. The relationship between copy number and positive rate](image)

In addition, we investigated the prediction results of PhD7Faster using all available and suitable peptides taken from the MimoDB database v4.0 as input.24, 25 Among 311 sets of peptides from the Ph.D.-7 phage display peptide library, 3152 non-redundant
peptides were left after removing sequences with non-standard amino acids. Among them, 34.96% were predicted to be with growth preference. As most of these peptides were panned with protocols having 2 or more rounds of amplifications, it is not strange they had a little higher positive rate. The results also conform to the known facts that the Ph.D.-7 library is vulnerable to PrTUPs. Though some peptides may have target-specific affinity and growth advantage simultaneously, using PhD7Faster combined with affinity assay such as phage-ELISA will help biologists to distinguish them from PrTUPs.

4. Conclusions

The Ph.D.-7 phage display peptide library is one of the most widely used commercial libraries. It is also known for being vulnerable to PrTUPs. In this study, an ensemble predictor based on SVM employing the reduced dipeptide composition was developed to predict clones with growth advantage from the Ph.D.-7 phage display peptide library. It has been implemented as the PhD7Faster web program, which is freely accessible at http://immunet.cn/sarotup/cgi-bin/PhD7Faster.pl. This tool has an accuracy of 79.67% and MCC of 0.595 in 5-fold cross-validation, which is found to perform better than several other machine learning methods. Our study has provided new insights into the TUPs with growth advantage and the program may assist biologists to exclude possible PrTUPs from the Ph.D.-7 phage display peptide library.
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